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Everyone, I’d like 
to introduce our 
new receptionist, 

Frank...



Applicant Tracker
www.TrackerSuite.com/Applicant

Simplify Recruiting and Employee Roll-On
Applicant Tracker streamlines the recruiting process, from job posting to job offer, 
utilizing the organization’s Lotus Notes platform and the Web.  Using Applicant 
Tracker new positions can be defined and submitted for approval.  Once a 
position has been approved, it can quickly be posted internally or externally on the 
organization’s Web site.

Applicants can review open positions and submit an application, with their resume 
attached.  Applicant Tracker stores, sorts and matches applications across the 
organization.

Using Applicant Tracker, managers can easily review and rank applicants.  Its 
integration with the Lotus Notes Calendar and Address Book allows managers 
to easily schedule interviews and generate notifications.  Applicant Tracker also 
provides functions for applicant ranking as well as reference checks.  All materials, 
interview notes, rankings, reference checks and related documents are stored 
within the applicant file for easy reference.

Once an applicant becomes an employee, the information stored in Applicant 
Tracker can be rolled into Tracker Suite’s resource management application, 
Personnel Tracker, with the click of a button.
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Define a new position

Collect applications and resumes over the Web
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Track active job postings

Schedule interviews and record notes
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Rank applicants

Manage reference checks
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Manage applicant files
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Correspondence templates


